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The Planck satellite 

l  1st  release 2013: Nominal mission,15.5 months, Temperature only (large 
scale polarization from WMAP). 
 

l  2nd release 2015: Full mission, 29 months for HFI, 48 months for LFI, 
Temperature + Polarization, large scale pol. from LFI. 
Intermediate results 2016: low-l polarization from HFI 
 

l  3nd release 2018: Full mission, improved polarization, low/high-l from 
HFI. Better control of systematics specially in pol., still systematics limited. 

3rd generation full sky satellites (COBE, WMAP) 
Launched in 2009, operated till 2013. 
2 Instruments, 9 frequencies. 
LFI: 
•  22 radiometers at 

30, 44, 70 Ghz. 
HFI:  
•  50 bolometers (32 polarized) at 

100, 143, 217, 353, 545, 857 Ghz. 
•  30-353 Ghz polarized. 



Improvement of polarization systematics in 
2018 
•  Correction of systematics in polarization (large scales: map-making 

and sims. Small scales: beam leakage (improved TE by Δχ2=37) and 
polarization efficiency corrections (improved TE by Δχ2=50). Changes of 
< 1σ on parameters. 
 

 
 
 

•  Cleaning for these systematics  
    dramatically improved the  
    interfrequency agreement and χ2. 
 
 
•  Limitations small remaining uncertainties of systematics in polarization 

(~0.5s on cosmo. parameters) (quantified with alternative 
likelihood(CAMspec) at high-l which uses different choices than baseline 
(Plik) ). 

Intensity Polarization 

Polar efficiency Beams, calibration 

 
2018 Planck baseline results  
TT,TE,EE+low EE (l<30)+ 
CMB lensing(L=8-400) 
(2015 was TT+lowP [+CMB lensing]) 
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Planck	  2018	  results.	  V.	  Legacy	  Power	  Spectra	  and	  Likelihoods	  	  
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X, COSPAR 2018, July 2018 
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Low+high-l: some 
changes, but impact on 
parameters is almost 
negligible 

Low-l High-l 

Low-l High-l 

Low-l High-l 

Improved
Map-
making 
and sims 

Better systematics modeling in polarization 

Not used 

Added bin at L=8-40. 

TT, TE, EE: different likelihoods at low-l (<30) and high-l (>30). 

Beam leakage, 
polarization 
efficiencies 

Beam leakage, 
polarization 
efficiencies 



Baseline ΛCDM results 2018 
(Temperature+polarization+CMB lensing) 

    
Mean σ [%] 

Ωbh2 Baryon density 0.02237 0.00015 0.7 

Ωch2   DM density 0.1200 0.0012 1 

100θ Acoustic scale 1.04092 0.00031 0.03 
τ  Reion. Optical depth 0.0544 0.0073 13 
ln(As 1010) Power 
Spectrum amplitude 3.044 0.014 0.7 
ns         Scalar spectral 
index 0.9649 0.0042 0.4 
H0        Hubble 67.36 0.54 0.8 
Ωm      Matter density 0.3153 0.0073 2.3 
σ8 Matter perturbation 
amplitude 0.8111 0.0060 0.7 

•  Most of parameters 
determined at (sub-) 
percent level! 
 

•  Best determined 
parameter is the 
angular scale of sound 
horizon θ to 0.03%. 
 

•  τ lower and tighter 
due to HFI data at 
large scales.  
 

•  ns is 8σ away from 
scale invariance (even 
in extended models, 
always >3σ) 
 

•  Best (indirect) 0.8% 
determination of the 
Hubble constant to 
date. Robust against changes of likelihood, <0.5σ. 



 
•  τ is a measure of the line-of-sight Thompson scattering rate since reionization.  

 
 
 

•  Causes CMB large scale polarization bump. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
•  τ measurement robust against model-indep. 

reconstruction of reionization history.  
No evidence of deviation from baseline. 
 

•  No evidence for reionization a z>15: 
 
 
 
 

Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters

Fig. 44. Top: Marginalized constraints on the optical depth to
reionization from lowE alone, assuming di↵erent models of
reionization and di↵erent priors over the model parameters. Only
reionization parameters are varied here, with Ase�2⌧ and other
cosmological and instrumental parameters held fixed at their
best-fit values from Planck TT,TE,EE. The solid lines use a flat
prior on ⌧, while the dashed line uses a flat prior on the knot
amplitudes; the di↵erence between the green lines is an example
of the level to which these constraints depend on the choice of
prior. Bottom: Constraints from di↵erent data sets on the optical
depth assuming the TANH model and a flat ⌧ prior (the cases
that include high-` data are indicated by dot-dashed lines and
also marginalize over ⇤CDM parameters, as opposed to fixing
them). The Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE line is shown without the
lower bound due to measurements of the Gunn-Peterson trough,
as a reminder that this bound is applied only in this section, re-
sulting in some small extra shifts in the central values of quoted
constraints between this section and the remainder of the paper.

ical negative ionization fractions. The FlexKnot result repre-
sents our best model-independent estimate of the optical depth.
Nevertheless, the di↵erences between this and the TANH result,
or between the FlexKnot result using either a flat prior on ⌧ or
on the knot positions and amplitudes (the dashed line in Fig. 44),
are small. For example, these di↵erences correspond to shifts in
�8 of < 0.1� when used in conjunction with Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE data. Thus, although future cosmological inferences will

Fig. 45. Constraints on the free electron fraction, xe(z), from
lowE alone, with Ase�2⌧ and other cosmological and instrumen-
tal parameters held fixed to their best-fit values from Planck
TT,TE,EE, and with a flat prior on ⌧. The shaded bands are mid-
dle 68th and 95th percentiles (note that this does not correspond
exactly to confidence intervals). The FlexKnot constraints show
that any non-zero component of reionization above a redshift of
about 15 is highly disfavoured.

depend somewhat on the details of reionization (Allison et al.
2015; Millea & Bouchet 2018), current Planck data are quite ro-
bust to how reionization is modelled.

The FlexKnot approach provides a model-independent re-
construction of the entire reionization history, with physicality
enforced exactly. This reconstruction is presented in Fig. 45. A
comparison against the TANH model is also shown; although
this imposes a fixed shape on the evolution, it nevertheless
matches the FlexKnot constraint fairly well. We find no prefer-
ence for any significant high-redshift contribution to the optical
depth. Using a prior that is uniform on ⌧(15, 30) (the contribu-
tion to ⌧ between redshifts 15 and 30), as opposed to uniform on
⌧, we find,

⌧(15, 30) < 0.006 (lowE; flat ⌧(15, 30); FlexKnot). (86)

This result can be compared with the result of Heinrich et al.
(2017), who found a roughly 2� preference for non-
zero ⌧(15, 30) using Planck 2015 data (which included a
large-scale polarization likelihood from the LFI instrument).
Millea & Bouchet (2018) showed that the majority of this pref-
erence disappeared when using the lower-noise Planck HFI
SimLow likelihood (Planck Collaboration Int. XLVI 2016), with
an additional sub-dominant e↵ect due to the choice of prior. Here
we have used the yet more precise SimAll likelihood, which
yields an upper bound in Eq. (86) that improves on the result
given in Millea & Bouchet (2018) by roughly a factor of 3. This
is due entirely to changes in the SimAll likelihood compared to
SimLow, largely originating from better control of systematics in
the HFI polarization data.

The upper bound on the contribution from z> 15 to the
total optical depth limits some candidate explanations of the
anomalously large 21-cm signal from the EDGES experiment
(Bowman et al. 2018). Some otherwise plausible explanations
also lead, as a side-e↵ect, to a significant number of ionizing
photons being generated at high redshift, enough to contribute

57

Optical depth to reionization 

WMAP9: τ = 0.089 ± 0.014 zre=10.6 ± 1.1  
(0.067±0.013 if cleaned with Planck 353Ghz) 
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for two-step ionization provide little constraint on the redshift of reionization, or on an IGM

with low partial ionization fractions, xe ≪ 0.1, as we discuss in § 3. Figure 3 of Spergel et al.
(2006) shows that the parameters xe and zr are somewhat degenerate, each with a long tail
in the likelihood curves. This emphasizes the possible importance of contributions to τe from

ionizing UV photons at z > zr from early massive stars and X-rays from accreting black holes
(Ricotti & Ostriker 2004; Begelman, Volonteri, & Rees 2006).

Models of the extended recombination epoch (Seager, Sasselov, & Scott 2000) predict a
partially ionized medium at high redshifts, owing to residual electrons left from incomplete

recombination. These electrons produce additional scattering, ∆τe ≈ 0.06 (z ≈ 10–700).
These effects must be computed in CMB radiation transfer codes such as CMBFAST and

RECFAST, but only a portion of this scattering affects the large angular scales (ℓ ≤ 10) where
WMAP detects a polarization signal. X-ray preionization can also produce CMB optical depths

τe ≥ 0.01 (Venkatesan, Giroux, & Shull 2001, hereafter VGS01; Ricotti, Ostriker, & Gnedin
2005).

In § 2.1, we show that a fully ionized IGM from z = 0 to the reionization epoch at
zr = 6.1 ± 0.15 (Gnedin & Fan 2006), produces optical depth, τe ≈ 0.042 ± 0.003, nearly half

the WMAP-3 value. Therefore, the high-redshift ionizing sources are limited to producing an
additional optical depth, ∆τe ≤ 0.03± 0.03. In § 3, we discuss the resulting constraints on the
amount of star formation and X-ray activity at z ! 7 and limits on star formation in minihalos.

The IGM probably has a complex reionization history, with periods of extended reionization
for H I and He II (Venkatesan, Tumlinson, & Shull 2003; Cen 2003; Wyithe & Loeb 2003; Hui

& Haiman 2003). Because τe measures the integrated column density of electrons, there are
many possible scenarios consistent with the current (WMAP-3) level of CMB data.

2. OPTICAL DEPTH TO ELECTRON SCATTERING

2.1. Analytic Calculation of Optical Depth

To elucidate the dependence of CMB optical depth on the epoch of reionization (redshift
zr), we integrate the electron scattering optical depth, τe(zr), for a homogeneous, fully ionized

medium out to zr. For instantaneous, complete ionization at redshift zr, we calculate τe as the
integral of neσT dℓ, the electron density times the Thomson cross section along proper length,

τe(zr) =

! zr

0

neσT (1 + z)−1 [c/H(z)] dz . (1)

We adopt a standard ΛCDM cosmology, in which (dℓ/dz) = c(dt/dz) = (1 + z)−1[c/H(z)],

where H(z) = H0[Ωm(1 + z)3 + ΩΛ]1/2 and Ωm + ΩΛ = 1 (no curvature). The densities of

SROLL2 (Pagano+ 2019) 
 τ= 0.0566+0.0053  

Planck 2015: τ = 0.067 ± 0.022  (LFI, TT, TE, EE) 
           

Planck 2018: τ = 0.0506 ± 0.0086  (68% lowE) 
          zre=7.68 ± 0.79 (TTTEEE+lowE) 
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•  Due to change in large scale polarization (optical depth to reionization). 
•  Due to beam leakage correction (in high-l TE).  
•  Due to opposite effect of beam leakage correction and change in optical depth, 

which almost cancel out. 

Amplitude primordial scalar power spectrum 

TT,TE,EE+lowE 2018    TT,TE,EE+lowP 2015    

Stability of the results across releases: ΛCDM 
results 2018 (DR3) vs 2015 (DR2) 



Neutrino masses 
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•  Non-relativistic at late times.  
At large scales: changes early and late 
ISW.At small scales: larger Σmν 
suppresses lensing. High lensing 
preference of high-l forces constraint 
on Σmν to  be tighter. 
 

•  Constraint from 2015 improved by 
about 30% (TT)-50%(TTTEEE) due to 
lower and tighter τ and change in 
polarization systematics. 
 

[<0.492 (2015 TTTEEE+lowP)] 
 
[<0.215 (2015 TTTEEE+lowP 

 +BAO+lensing)] 
 

TTTEEE 2019+ 

τ=0.05±0.009 <0.29 eV 

τ=0.05±0.020 <0.34 eV 

τ=0.07±0.020 <0.39 eV 
•  TTTEEE constraint differ in CAMspec by 

15%. Reduced when adding BAO. 



Planck+Cosmic Variance limited τ
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When adding BAO to 
Planck, H0 degeneracy 
lifted,  constraint on Σmν 
could slightly improve to 
0.1eV (95% cl). 
Need better CMB and LSS 
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Planck, no prior on τ
Planck Baseline 
Planck +τCV 
 

Further decreasing the error on τ 
would not improve further Σmν 
for Planck power spectra alone, 
since limiting factor is degeneracy 
with H0. 

τ uncertainty will be a limiting uncertainty for CMB+LSS. 
Allison+ 2015, Archidiacono+ 2016, Boyle+ 2018 



Take away message stable across releases 

 

No evidence of preference for classical extensions of ΛCDM, but a few 
curiosities (ALens,curvature, MG, low-l vs high-l parameters?!)…. 

Planck Collaboration: Planck likelihoods

Fig. 59: Planck 2018 EE power spectrum. Figure conventions are similar to those of Fig. 57. In the multipole range 2  `  29, we
plot the power spectra estimates from the SimAll likelihood. The bottom panels display the di↵erence between the 2015 and 2018
coadded high-multipole spectra (green points). The red and orange lines correspond to the e↵ect of the beam-leakage correction and
the addition of the beam-leakage and the polarization-e�ciency corrections, respectively. Both corrections were absent in the 2015
data. The light green points show the di↵erence between the 2015 and 2018 coadded spectra, after correction of the 2015 data by
the two e↵ects. The di↵erence in EE is dominated by the polarization-e�ciency correction.

Table 20: Goodness-of-fit tests for the 2018 Planck temperature and polarization spectra. The reference model is our best-fit base-
⇤CDM cosmology from the PlanckTT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing likelihood combination. The first set of rows show the results for the
full binned Plik high-` likelihood, while the second set of rows show the results from the coadded, unbinned CMB high-` spectra.
The last two rows show the results for the low-` TT and low-` EE likelihoods. The e↵ective �2 is defined as �e↵ = �2 log(L). The
number of degrees of freedom (Ndof) is set equal to the number of multipoles. The last column lists the probability to exceed (PTE).
Note that the log(L) value for the low-` EE likelihood is normalized up to an arbitrary additive constant and so further entries are
not shown in this case. Similarly, the non-Gaussian nature of the low-` TT likelihood precludes us from displaying a PTE in this
case.

Likelihood Multipoles log(L) �2
e↵ Ndof PTE

TT, full, binned . . . . . . . . . . . . 30–2508 �380.34 760.68 765 0.54
TE, full, binned . . . . . . . . . . . . 30–1996 �428.68 857.36 762 0.0090
EE, full, binned . . . . . . . . . . . . 30–1996 �371.48 742.96 762 0.68
TTTEEE, full, binned . . . . . . . . 30–2508 �1172.47 2344.94 2289 0.20
TT, coadded, unbinned . . . . . . . 30–2508 �1274.57 2549.14 2479 0.16
TE, coadded, unbinned . . . . . . . 30–1996 �1035.77 2071.54 1967 0.050
EE, coadded, unbinned . . . . . . . 30–1996 �1028.55 2057.10 1967 0.077
TTTEEE, coadded, unbinned . . 30–2508 �3328.51 6657.02 6413 0.016
Low-` TT (Commander) . . . . . . 2–29 �11.63 23.25 27 . . .
Low-` EE (SimAll) . . . . . . . . . 2–29 �198.02 . . . 27 . . .
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Table 4. Constraints on 1-parameter extensions to the base-⇤CDM model for combinations of Planck power spectra, Planck lensing,
and BAO (equivalent results using the CamSpec likelihood are given in Table A.2). Note that we quote 95 % limits here.

Parameter TT+lowE TT,TE,EE+lowE TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO

⌦K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.056+0.044
�0.050 �0.044+0.033

�0.034 �0.011+0.013
�0.012 0.0007+0.0037

�0.0037
⌃m⌫ [eV] . . . . . . . . . . < 0.537 < 0.257 < 0.241 < 0.120
Ne↵ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00+0.57

�0.53 2.92+0.36
�0.37 2.89+0.36

�0.38 2.99+0.34
�0.33

YP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.246+0.039
�0.041 0.240+0.024

�0.025 0.239+0.024
�0.025 0.242+0.023

�0.024
dns/d ln k . . . . . . . . . . �0.004+0.015

�0.015 �0.006+0.013
�0.013 �0.005+0.013

�0.013 �0.004+0.013
�0.013

r0.002 . . . . . . . . . . . . . < 0.102 < 0.107 < 0.101 < 0.106
w0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . �1.56+0.60

�0.48 �1.58+0.52
�0.41 �1.57+0.50

�0.40 �1.04+0.10
�0.10

Table 5. Constraints on standard cosmological parameters from Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing when the base-⇤CDM model is
extended by varying additional parameters. The constraint on ⌧ is also stable but not shown for brevity; however, we include H0 (in
km s�1Mpc�1) as a derived parameter (which is very poorly constrained from Planck alone in the ⇤CDM+w0 extension). Here ↵�1
is a matter isocurvature amplitude parameter, following PCP15. All limits are 68 % in this table. The results assume standard BBN
except when varying YP independently (which requires non-standard BBN). Varying AL is not a physical model (see Sect. 6.2).

Parameter(s) ⌦bh2 ⌦ch2 100✓MC H0 ns ln(1010As)

Base ⇤CDM . . . . . . . 0.02237 ± 0.00015 0.1200 ± 0.0012 1.04092 ± 0.00031 67.36 ± 0.54 0.9649 ± 0.0042 3.044 ± 0.014
r . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02237 ± 0.00014 0.1199 ± 0.0012 1.04092 ± 0.00031 67.40 ± 0.54 0.9659 ± 0.0041 3.044 ± 0.014
dns/d ln k . . . . . . . . . . 0.02240 ± 0.00015 0.1200 ± 0.0012 1.04092 ± 0.00031 67.36 ± 0.53 0.9641 ± 0.0044 3.047 ± 0.015
dns/d ln k, r . . . . . . . . 0.02243 ± 0.00015 0.1199 ± 0.0012 1.04093 ± 0.00030 67.44 ± 0.54 0.9647 ± 0.0044 3.049 ± 0.015
d2ns/d ln k2, dns/d ln k . 0.02237 ± 0.00016 0.1202 ± 0.0012 1.04090 ± 0.00030 67.28 ± 0.56 0.9625 ± 0.0048 3.049 ± 0.015
Ne↵ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02224 ± 0.00022 0.1179 ± 0.0028 1.04116 ± 0.00043 66.3 ± 1.4 0.9589 ± 0.0084 3.036 ± 0.017
Ne↵ , dns/d ln k . . . . . . 0.02216 ± 0.00022 0.1157 ± 0.0032 1.04144 ± 0.00048 65.2 ± 1.6 0.950 ± 0.011 3.034 ± 0.017
⌃m⌫ . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02236 ± 0.00015 0.1201 ± 0.0013 1.04088 ± 0.00032 67.1+1.2

�0.67 0.9647 ± 0.0043 3.046 ± 0.015
⌃m⌫,Ne↵ . . . . . . . . . . 0.02221 ± 0.00022 0.1179+0.0027

�0.0030 1.04116 ± 0.00044 65.9+1.8
�1.6 0.9582 ± 0.0086 3.037 ± 0.017

me↵
⌫, sterile,Ne↵ . . . . . . . . 0.02242+0.00014

�0.00016 0.1200+0.0032
�0.0020 1.04074+0.00033

�0.00029 67.11+0.63
�0.79 0.9652+0.0045

�0.0056 3.050+0.014
�0.016

↵�1 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02238 ± 0.00015 0.1201 ± 0.0015 1.04087 ± 0.00043 67.30 ± 0.67 0.9645 ± 0.0061 3.045 ± 0.014
w0 . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02243 ± 0.00015 0.1193 ± 0.0012 1.04099 ± 0.00031 . . . 0.9666 ± 0.0041 3.038 ± 0.014
⌦K . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02249 ± 0.00016 0.1185 ± 0.0015 1.04107 ± 0.00032 63.6+2.1

�2.3 0.9688 ± 0.0047 3.030+0.017
�0.015

YP . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02230 ± 0.00020 0.1201 ± 0.0012 1.04067 ± 0.00055 67.19 ± 0.63 0.9621 ± 0.0070 3.042 ± 0.016
YP,Ne↵ . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02224 ± 0.00022 0.1171+0.0042

�0.0049 1.0415 ± 0.0012 66.0+1.7
�1.9 0.9589 ± 0.0085 3.036 ± 0.018

AL . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.02251 ± 0.00017 0.1182 ± 0.0015 1.04110 ± 0.00032 68.16 ± 0.70 0.9696 ± 0.0048 3.029+0.018
�0.016

the tensor measurement to constraints on specific inflation mod-
els (which usually predict a region in the ns–r plane), combining
with the Planck data is also essential, although model dependent.

Figure 28 shows the constraints in the ns–r plane, with r
added as a single additional parameter to the base model and
plotted at pivot scale 0.002 Mpc�1. We assume the tensor-mode
spectrum is close to scale invariant, with spectral index given
by the inflation consistency relation to second order in slow-roll
parameters. Planck alone gives

r0.002 < 0.10, (95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing), (42)

with ns = 0.9659±0.0041 at 1�. Adding BK15 to directly mea-
sure the tensor amplitude significantly tightens the r constraint,
and adding BAO data tightens (slightly) the ns constraint. Using
the Planck temperature likelihoods we find

r0.002 < 0.055 (95 %, TT+lowE+lensing+BK15+BAO), (43)

with ns = 0.9661 ± 0.0040 at 1�, or adding polarization

r0.002 < 0.058 (95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing
+BK15+BAO), (44)

with ns = 0.9668 ± 0.0037 at 1�. However, the small change
when adding polarization is not stable to the choice of polariza-
tion likelihood; when using the CamSpec TT,TE,EE+lowE like-
lihood in place of Plik, we find the weaker constraint r0.002 <
0.065 for the same data combination as that used in Eq. (44).

All the combined ns–r contours exclude convex potentials
at about the 95 % confidence (marginally less if we use the
CamSpec likelihood, see Fig. 28), which substantially restricts
the range of allowed inflation models and disfavours all simple
integer power law potentials. More generally, since r depends
on the slope of the potential, the smallness of the empirical up-
per limit on r implies that the inflationary potential must have
been nearly flat when modes exited the horizon. The measured
ns must then be determined largely by the second derivative of
the potential, suggesting a hierarchy in the magnitudes of the
slow-roll parameters, favouring hilltop-like potentials. For a de-
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CMB lensing and ALens    
•  Lensed CMB power spectrum is a 

convolution of unlensed CMB with 
lensing potential power 
spectrum=>smoothing of the 
peaks and throughs. 

 
 
•  AL is a consistency parameter, 

which rescales the amplitude of the 
lensing potential which smooths 
the power spectrum. 

•  Lensing is better measured taking the 4-
point correlation function of the CMB 
maps, since lensing breaks isotropy of 
the CMB, giving a non-gaussian signal. 
 

See e.g. Lewis & Challinor 2006 
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power spectrum significantly. Higher signal-to-noise can
be achieved by correlating power in different directions
on the sky, effectively using the four-point function signa-
ture imprinted by lensing to reconstruct the line-of-sight
integrated matter distribution1.

The strength of the weak lensing smoothing is related
to the growth rate and amplitude of the dark matter
fluctuations. Since both dark energy or modified gravity
significantly affects these perturbations, a measurement
of the CMB lensing, through its high-ℓ smoothing, can
in principle be a useful cosmological test (see e.g. [10]).

The recent claim made by the ACBAR collaboration
([11]) for a detection of weak lensing, based solely on
smoothing of the angular power spectrum, opens the
opportunity for this kind of analysis. To first order,
lensing causes the primordial peak structure to be less
pronounced, as gravitational potential fluctuations on
large scales mix the various scales in the primordial
CMB power. Based on the effect on the power spec-
trum, the ACBAR collaboration has reported a ∆χ2 =
9.46 between the lensed and unlensed best fits to the
WMAP+ACBAR data, which translates into a ≥ 3σ de-
tection of CMB lensing.

In this paper we further analyze this result and we
study the possible cosmological implications. In the next
section we phenomenologically uncouple weak lensing
from primary anisotropies by introducing a new param-
eter AL that scales the gravitational potential in a way
such that AL = 1 corresponds to the expected weak lens-
ing scenario. We then constrain this parameter with cur-
rent CMB data, we evaluate the consistency with AL = 1,
the correlation with other parameters and with other sys-
tematics such as SZ. We will report a ∼ 2σ preference
for values of AL > 1. We will then discuss some possi-
ble cosmological mechanisms that can increase the CMB
smoothing, namely an extra background of cosmic strings
and modified gravity.

II. ANALYSIS METHOD

Weak lensing of the CMB anisotropies enters as a con-
volution of the unlensed temperature spectrum Cℓ with
the lensing potential power spectrum CΨ

ℓ
(see [8]). This

convolution serves to smooth out the main peaks in the
unlensed spectrum, which is the main qualitative effect
on the power spectrum on scales larger than the ACBAR
beam, or 6′.

The weak lensing parameter is defined as a fudge scal-
ing parameter affecting the lensing potential power spec-
trum:

CΨ
ℓ → ALCΨ

ℓ . (1)

1 This type of estimator has recently been used to find evidence of
order 3− σ in the WMAP data [42, 43] in cross-correlation with
galaxy surveys.

FIG. 1: This figure shows the effect of varying AL parame-
ter. The curves with increasingly smoothed peak structure
correspond to values of AL of 0,1,3,6,9.

In other words, parameter AL effectively multiplies
the matter power lensing the CMB by a known factor.
AL = 0 is therefore equivalent to a theory that ignores
lensing of the CMB, while AL = 1 gives the standard
lensed theory. Since at the scales of interest the main
effect of lensing is purely to smooth peaks in the data,
AL can also be seen as a fudge parameter controlling the
amount of smoothing of the peaks. The Figure 1 illus-
trates this effect of varying AL on a concordance cosmo-
logical model.

In what follows we provide constraints on AL by an-
alyzing a large set of recent cosmological data. The
method we adopt is based on the publicly available
Markov Chain Monte Carlo package cosmomc [17] with
a convergence diagnostics done through the Gelman
and Rubin statistics. We sample the following eight-
dimensional set of cosmological parameters, adopting flat
priors on them: the baryon and cold dark matter den-
sities ωb and ωc, the ratio of the sound horizon to the
angular diameter distance at decoupling, θs, the scalar
spectral index nS , the overall normalization of the spec-
trum A at k = 0.002 Mpc−1, the optical depth to reion-
ization, τ . Furthermore, we consider purely adiabatic
initial conditions and we impose spatial flatness. We also
consider the possibility of a massive neutrino component
with fraction fν > 0 and, finally, we add the weak lensing
parameter AL.

Our basis data set is the three–year WMAP data [3]
(temperature and polarization) with the routine for com-
puting the likelihood supplied by the WMAP team. As
we were approaching completition of this paper, the five
year WMAP result data became available ([4], [5]). We
have therefore checked that our results are stable with
respect to the new data.

We add the high quality and the fine-scale measure-
ments from the ACBAR experiment ([11]) by using the

Credit: P. Serra 
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•  Preference for high Al from Planck 
since 2013. 
 

•  Unphysical parameter used for 
consistency check. 
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by CMB lensing reconstruction. 
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•  Adding polarization, AL 

degenerate with systematics 
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Amplitude of the lensing potential power spectrum. 

Different treatments of 
systematics in polarization (as 
done in our two likelihoods) 
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ΛCDM at ~0.5σ level. 
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Fig. 24. Base-⇤CDM model (AL = 1) TT power spectrum resid-
uals smoothed with a Gaussian kernel of width �` = 40. The
black line shows the smoothed di↵erence between the coadded
data points and the theoretical model for the Planck TT+lowE
best-fit model, while coloured lines show the residuals for sam-
ples over the allowed parameter space coloured by the value
of ⌦mh2. Grey bands show the 1, 2, and 3 � diagonal range
expected for the smoothed residuals in the best-fit model. The
red dashed line shows 10 % of the lensing-smoothing di↵erence
predicted in the best-fit model, displaying the oscillatory sig-
nal expected if there were more lensing of the acoustic peaks.
The data residuals are not particularly anomalous, but the resid-
uals have a similar pattern to the lensing smoothing di↵erence
over the approximate range ` = 1100–2000, giving a preference
for around 10 % more lensing at fixed cosmological parameters.
Allowed models with lower ⌦mh2 (and hence higher H0) pre-
dict less lensing and give a larger oscillatory residual, preferring
relatively more lensing smoothing than models with high matter
density. The black dashed line shows the smoothed residual for
the Planck TT+lowE best fit to ⇤CDM+AL (with AL = 1.19).

increasing the significance of AL > 1 to 2.8� (99.8 % of pa-
rameter samples have AL > 0, so the one-tailed limit is almost
exactly 3�). Moreover, combining with the lensing likelihood
further pulls the constraint towards AL = 1, which is then con-
sistent with the data to within 2�; we see that the preference for
AL > 1 is driven by the CMB power spectra alone.

The preference for high AL is not just a volume e↵ect in
the full parameter space (see PCP13 for discussion of such ef-
fects in multi-parameter fitting), with the best fit improved by
��2

e↵ = �8.7 when adding AL for TT+lowE and ��2
e↵ = �9.7 for

TT,TE,EE+lowE. The bulk of the ��2
e↵ comes from the high-`

likelihood (mostly in the range 600 < ` < 1500); however, the
low-` temperature commander likelihood fit is also improved if
AL is free, with ��2

e↵ = �2.3 and ��2
e↵ = �1.3 for the TT+lowE

and TT,TE,EE+lowE, respectively, due to the lower amplitude
of the AL fit on large scales. The change in fit to the low-` polar-
ization is not very significant (��2

e↵ = �0.2 and ��2
e↵ = �0.4).

The determination of AL from the high-` polarization data
and the TT,TE,EE+lowE joint combination depends on the cali-
bration of the polarization channels, and is a↵ected by di↵erent
ways of modelling the polarization e�ciencies, as discussed in
Sect. 2.2. The results from the CamSpec likelihood (which uses

spectrum-based rather than map-based calibrations for T E and
EE) are somewhat shifted with respect to the Plik likelihood,
as shown by the dotted lines in Fig. 23, and have larger errors,
giving

AL = 1.246+0.092
�0.100 (68 %, TT+lowE [CamSpec]), (37a)

AL = 1.149 ± 0.072 (68 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE [CamSpec]). (37b)

Using CamSpec there is still a clear preference for AL > 1, but
the joint result with polarization is now only just over 2� above
AL = 1. This di↵erences between these results from Plik and
CamSpec is a consequence of di↵erences in the methodologies
used to create the likelihoods and we have not been able to deter-
mine definitively which approach is the more reliable. Although
both likelihoods clearly show a preference for AL > 1, this can-
not be claimed to be a robust detection at much over 2�.

The preference for AL > 1 within the ⇤CDM model is a
curious feature of the Planck CMB power spectrum data, and
has already been discussed extensively in PCP13, PCP15, and
Planck Collaboration Int. LI (2017), although it is now slightly
more significant. In temperature, over half of the small (approx-
imately 0.02) upward shift in AL compared to 2015 is explained
by the lower optical depth from the 2018 low-` likelihood: lower
⌧ implies lower As to match the high-` CMB fluctuation ampli-
tude, and hence larger AL to yield a lensing amplitude and hence
amount of smoothing at the same level as 2015. In polarization
about 40 % of the shift in AL is explained by changes in ⌧, with
changes in the maps, modelling for beam leakage, and polariza-
tion e�ciencies explaining the rest.

The high-` temperature likelihood preference for more lens-
ing smoothing than allowed by ⇤CDM can be seen by eye in the
smoothed data residuals plotted in Fig. 24; over almost all the
allowed ⇤CDM parameter space there is an oscillatory residual
in the range 1100 <⇠ ` <⇠ 2000 that matches the shape of the lens-
ing smoothing25 (although in other multipole ranges it does not
match at all). The residual is not obviously anomalous, with the
TT ⇤CDM best fit improving by ��2 ⇡ 4 if a best-fit oscillatory
residual (with AL ⇡ 1.1) is added to the best-fit ⇤CDM theory
model. The stronger preference for AL > 1 when AL varies arises
because degeneracies between AL, cosmological parameters, and
foregrounds improves the fit at both high and lower multipoles,
as shown by the black dashed line in Fig. 24. In ⇤CDM the lens-
ing amplitude can be increased by increasing⌦mh2; however, the
model then becomes a bad fit because of the poorer agreement
at ` < 1000). Varying AL allows a high AL to remove the os-
cillatory residual at high multipoles that appears in ⇤CDM with
lower ⌦mh2, giving best fits with lower ⌦mh2 and higher H0 (by
1.5–2.0�, depending on the exact combination of data used) that
are not favoured in the physical ⇤CDM model. Lower values of
⌦mh2 give higher values of ns, lowering the theory prediction
on large scales, so high AL models are also slightly preferred by
the dip in the ` < 30 Planck temperature data. The parameter
degeneracies are illustrated in Fig. 25.

The AL results appear to be robust to changes in foreground
modelling in the baseline likelihood, with the CamSpec 545 GHz
cleaned likelihood (see Appendix A) giving very similar results.

25Although the oscillatory pattern looks most similar to lensing at
high multipoles, an increase in the foreground model amplitude can
decrease the oscillation amplitude in the theory contribution to the
spectrum, and hence appear as an oscillatory di↵erence. For example
�ns ⇡ �0.02, combined with an implausibly large change in the fore-
ground model, gives a di↵erence in the predicted spectrum with an os-
cillatory component that has similar amplitude to �AL ⇡ 0.1; see the
related discussion in Planck Collaboration Int. LI (2017).
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could indicate that the low-multipole results have been pulled
unusually far from the truth by the large-scale power spectrum
dip; if so, the WMAP temperature results would also have been
pulled at a similar (but not identical) level. The region of overlap
of the high- and low-multipole parameter constraints is consis-
tent with constraints from the nearly-independent combination
of EE polarization and lensing with a conservative ⌦bh2 prior
(green contours). This is consistent with a statistical fluctuation
pulling the low and high multipoles in opposite directions, so
that their intersection is closer to the truth if ⇤CDM is correct.

Figure 22 shows marginalized individual parameter con-
straints, and also a comparison with the results from the polariza-
tion likelihoods at high and low multipoles. The ` � 802 temper-
ature results pull parameters to a region of higher matter density
and fluctuation amplitude (and to lower ns and H0) than the lower
multipole range, and predict a CMB lensing amplitude parame-
ter �8⌦

0.25
m = 0.649 ± 0.018. This is in tension with the CMB

lensing-reconstruction measurement of �8⌦
0.25
m = 0.589± 0.020

at 2.2� (as pointed out by Addison et al. 2016 with 2015 data;
also see the closely-related discussion in the next subsection).
As shown in Fig. 22, combining the ` � 802 CMB likelihood
with the lensing reconstruction, all parameter results move back
towards the same region of parameter space as combining with
`  801, consistent with the high-` temperature result having
fluctuated high along the main degeneracy direction. As dis-
cussed in Sects. 2.3 and 3.3, the combined CMB power spec-
trum results over the full multipole range are consistent with the
lensing likelihood.

It is also interesting to compare to parameters constraints
from the CMB power spectrum multipoles `  801 combined
with the lensing and BAO, which gives

H0 = (67.85 ± 0.52) km s�1Mpc�1,

�8 = 0.8058 ± 0.0063,
⌦m = 0.3081 ± 0.0065.
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;

68 %, TT,TE,EE
[`  801]+lowE
+lensing+BAO.

(35)

These results are entirely independent of the cosmological pa-
rameter fit to the ` � 801 power spectra, but agree well at the
1� level with the full joint results in Table 1 (which have sim-
ilar errors on these parameters). An equivalent result could be
obtained using WMAP data after replacing their low-` polariza-
tion with the Planck HFI measurement (i.e., lowE).

For the temperature likelihoods, the di↵erence between the
low- and high-multipole constraints remains evident, with ⌦mh2

di↵ering at the 2.8� level. Adding polarization, the results from
the multipole ranges are more consistent, as shown in Fig. 22,
though the di↵erence in ⌦mh2 is still unusual at the roughly
2� level. However, the shifts in the di↵erent parameters are all
highly correlated, due to partial parameter degeneracies, and the
significance of any individual large shift is lower after account-
ing for the number of parameters (Planck Collaboration Int. LI
2017). The internal tensions between multipole ranges appear to
be consistent with moderate statistical fluctuations, related to the
low-` dip at large scales and correlated with the lensing ampli-
tude on small scales. The large-scale feature is well determined
by both WMAP and Planck and very robustly measured. The
internal consistency of the Planck power spectra between dif-
ferent frequencies and detectors (PPL15, PPL18) argues against
systematics driving large parameter shifts at high multipoles.
Equation (35) also demonstrates that any e↵ect from the high-
multipole spectra alone cannot be pulling our baseline parame-
ters by more than about 1�. In the next subsection we describe
in more detail the apparent preference for higher lensing ampli-

Fig. 23. Constraints on the value of the consistency parameter
AL, as a single-parameter extension to the base-⇤CDM model,
using various combinations of Planck data. When only power
spectrum data are used, AL > 1 is favoured at about 3�, but
including the lensing reconstruction the result is consistent at
2� with AL = 1. The dotted lines show equivalent results for
the CamSpec likelihood, which peak slightly nearer to AL = 1,
indicating some sensitivity of the AL results to choices made in
constructing the high-multipole likelihoods.

tude, and the features in the observed spectrum that could be
responsible for it.

6.2. Lensing smoothing and AL

In addition to the direct measurement of CMB lensing described
in Sect. 2.3 and PL2018, lensing can be seen in the Planck CMB
power spectra via the lensing-induced smoothing of the acous-
tic peaks and transfer of power to the damping tail. This e↵ect
is modelled in our main parameter analysis, and can be calcu-
lated accurately from the unlensed CMB power spectra and the
CMB lensing potential power spectrum in each model (Seljak
1996; Lewis & Challinor 2006). Interesting consistency checks
include testing if the amplitude of the smoothing e↵ect in the
CMB power matches expectation and whether the amplitude of
the smoothing is consistent with that measured by the lensing
reconstruction. To do this, the theoretical prediction for the lens-
ing spectrum in each model is often scaled by an “AL” consis-
tency parameter, where the theoretical expectation is that AL = 1
(Calabrese et al. 2008).

As shown in Fig. 3, the Planck lensing-reconstruction power
spectrum is consistent with the amplitude expected for ⇤CDM
models that fit the CMB spectra, so the Planck lensing measure-
ment is compatible with AL = 1. However, the distributions of
AL inferred from the CMB power spectra alone are shown in
Fig. 23 for various di↵erent data combinations, and these indi-
cate a preference for AL > 1, with

AL = 1.243 ± 0.096 (68 %, Planck TT+lowE), (36a)
AL = 1.180 ± 0.065 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE), (36b)

assuming a ⇤CDM+AL model. The TE polarization data alone
slightly prefer AL < 1, with the EE data slightly preferring
AL > 1; however, both are consistent with AL = 1 within 2�.
The joint combined likelihood shifts the value preferred by the
TT data downwards towards AL = 1, but the error also shrinks,
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could indicate that the low-multipole results have been pulled
unusually far from the truth by the large-scale power spectrum
dip; if so, the WMAP temperature results would also have been
pulled at a similar (but not identical) level. The region of overlap
of the high- and low-multipole parameter constraints is consis-
tent with constraints from the nearly-independent combination
of EE polarization and lensing with a conservative ⌦bh2 prior
(green contours). This is consistent with a statistical fluctuation
pulling the low and high multipoles in opposite directions, so
that their intersection is closer to the truth if ⇤CDM is correct.

Figure 22 shows marginalized individual parameter con-
straints, and also a comparison with the results from the polariza-
tion likelihoods at high and low multipoles. The ` � 802 temper-
ature results pull parameters to a region of higher matter density
and fluctuation amplitude (and to lower ns and H0) than the lower
multipole range, and predict a CMB lensing amplitude parame-
ter �8⌦

0.25
m = 0.649 ± 0.018. This is in tension with the CMB

lensing-reconstruction measurement of �8⌦
0.25
m = 0.589± 0.020

at 2.2� (as pointed out by Addison et al. 2016 with 2015 data;
also see the closely-related discussion in the next subsection).
As shown in Fig. 22, combining the ` � 802 CMB likelihood
with the lensing reconstruction, all parameter results move back
towards the same region of parameter space as combining with
`  801, consistent with the high-` temperature result having
fluctuated high along the main degeneracy direction. As dis-
cussed in Sects. 2.3 and 3.3, the combined CMB power spec-
trum results over the full multipole range are consistent with the
lensing likelihood.

It is also interesting to compare to parameters constraints
from the CMB power spectrum multipoles `  801 combined
with the lensing and BAO, which gives

H0 = (67.85 ± 0.52) km s�1Mpc�1,

�8 = 0.8058 ± 0.0063,
⌦m = 0.3081 ± 0.0065.
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68 %, TT,TE,EE
[`  801]+lowE
+lensing+BAO.

(35)

These results are entirely independent of the cosmological pa-
rameter fit to the ` � 801 power spectra, but agree well at the
1� level with the full joint results in Table 1 (which have sim-
ilar errors on these parameters). An equivalent result could be
obtained using WMAP data after replacing their low-` polariza-
tion with the Planck HFI measurement (i.e., lowE).

For the temperature likelihoods, the di↵erence between the
low- and high-multipole constraints remains evident, with ⌦mh2

di↵ering at the 2.8� level. Adding polarization, the results from
the multipole ranges are more consistent, as shown in Fig. 22,
though the di↵erence in ⌦mh2 is still unusual at the roughly
2� level. However, the shifts in the di↵erent parameters are all
highly correlated, due to partial parameter degeneracies, and the
significance of any individual large shift is lower after account-
ing for the number of parameters (Planck Collaboration Int. LI
2017). The internal tensions between multipole ranges appear to
be consistent with moderate statistical fluctuations, related to the
low-` dip at large scales and correlated with the lensing ampli-
tude on small scales. The large-scale feature is well determined
by both WMAP and Planck and very robustly measured. The
internal consistency of the Planck power spectra between dif-
ferent frequencies and detectors (PPL15, PPL18) argues against
systematics driving large parameter shifts at high multipoles.
Equation (35) also demonstrates that any e↵ect from the high-
multipole spectra alone cannot be pulling our baseline parame-
ters by more than about 1�. In the next subsection we describe
in more detail the apparent preference for higher lensing ampli-

Fig. 23. Constraints on the value of the consistency parameter
AL, as a single-parameter extension to the base-⇤CDM model,
using various combinations of Planck data. When only power
spectrum data are used, AL > 1 is favoured at about 3�, but
including the lensing reconstruction the result is consistent at
2� with AL = 1. The dotted lines show equivalent results for
the CamSpec likelihood, which peak slightly nearer to AL = 1,
indicating some sensitivity of the AL results to choices made in
constructing the high-multipole likelihoods.

tude, and the features in the observed spectrum that could be
responsible for it.

6.2. Lensing smoothing and AL

In addition to the direct measurement of CMB lensing described
in Sect. 2.3 and PL2018, lensing can be seen in the Planck CMB
power spectra via the lensing-induced smoothing of the acous-
tic peaks and transfer of power to the damping tail. This e↵ect
is modelled in our main parameter analysis, and can be calcu-
lated accurately from the unlensed CMB power spectra and the
CMB lensing potential power spectrum in each model (Seljak
1996; Lewis & Challinor 2006). Interesting consistency checks
include testing if the amplitude of the smoothing e↵ect in the
CMB power matches expectation and whether the amplitude of
the smoothing is consistent with that measured by the lensing
reconstruction. To do this, the theoretical prediction for the lens-
ing spectrum in each model is often scaled by an “AL” consis-
tency parameter, where the theoretical expectation is that AL = 1
(Calabrese et al. 2008).

As shown in Fig. 3, the Planck lensing-reconstruction power
spectrum is consistent with the amplitude expected for ⇤CDM
models that fit the CMB spectra, so the Planck lensing measure-
ment is compatible with AL = 1. However, the distributions of
AL inferred from the CMB power spectra alone are shown in
Fig. 23 for various di↵erent data combinations, and these indi-
cate a preference for AL > 1, with

AL = 1.243 ± 0.096 (68 %, Planck TT+lowE), (36a)
AL = 1.180 ± 0.065 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE), (36b)

assuming a ⇤CDM+AL model. The TE polarization data alone
slightly prefer AL < 1, with the EE data slightly preferring
AL > 1; however, both are consistent with AL = 1 within 2�.
The joint combined likelihood shifts the value preferred by the
TT data downwards towards AL = 1, but the error also shrinks,
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•  Alens can be used as a tracer of the l<800 vs>800 difference. 

•  The features which lead the the high Alens could just be due to statistical 
fluctuations! In other words, Alens might just be fitting noise/cosmic variance. 

AL is a phenomenological parameter which allows to better fit both 
the high and low-ell by Δχ2=5.3 (AL=1.24 ±0.1) (plus Δχ2=2.3 from 

lowl TT) 
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High-l versus low-l curiosity 
•  Parameters evaluated 

from l<800 and l<2500, 
or l<800 vs l>800 are 
different at the 2-3 σ 
level (Planck	  2015	  results.	  XI.	  
CMB	  power	  spectra,	  
likelihoods,	  and	  robustness	  of	  
parameters) 

 
•  Overall, shifts are 

significant at <~2σ level 
from simulations (Planck 
collaboration LI 2017, 
see also Addison+ 
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•  The low-highl and the 
Alens deviations are 
connected. 

•  We see differences in 
polarization as well, but 
error-bars are too large 
at high-l to be 
determinant. 
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Fig. 29. Constraints on a non-flat universe as a minimal ex-
tension to the base-⇤CDM model. Points show samples from
the Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE chains coloured by the value of
the Hubble parameter and with transparency proportional to the
sample weight. Dashed lines show the corresponding 68 % and
95 % confidence contours that close away from the flat model
(vertical line), while dotted lines are the equivalent contours
from the alternative CamSpec likelihood. The solid dashed line
shows the constraint from adding Planck lensing, which pulls the
result back towards consistency with flat (within 2�). The filled
contour shows the result of also adding BAO data, which makes
the full joint constraint very consistent with a flat universe.

eracy by constraining the tensor amplitude more directly, giving

r0.002 < 0.16,

dns/d ln k = �0.008+0.014
�0.015,

9

>

=

>

;

95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing, (45a)

r0.002 < 0.072,

dns/d ln k = �0.007+0.013
�0.014,

9

>

=

>

;

95 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+BK14+BAO. (45b)

The combination of Planck and BK14 robustly constrain the
tensor ratio to be small, with r0.002 <⇠ 0.07. The implications
for inflation are slightly more model dependent as a result of
degeneracies between ns and additional parameters in extended
⇤CDM models. However, as shown in Table 5, the extensions
of ⇤CDM that we consider in this paper cannot substantially
shift the value of the spectral index when the tensor amplitude is
small, so the overall conclusions are unlikely to change substan-
tially in extended models.

7.3. Spatial curvature

The base-⇤CDM model assumes that the spatial hypersurfaces
are flat, such as would be predicted (to within measurable pre-
cision) by the simplest inflationary models. This is a prediction
that can be tested to high accuracy by the combination of CMB
and BAO data (the CMB alone su↵ers from a geometric degener-
acy, which is weakly broken with the addition of CMB lensing).
This is illustrated in Fig. 29.

The combination of the Planck temperature and polarization
power spectra give

⌦K = �0.056+0.028
�0.018 (68 %, Planck TT+lowE), (46a)

⌦K = �0.044+0.018
�0.015 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE), (46b)

an apparent detection of curvature at well over 2�. The 99 %
probability region for the TT,TE,EE+lowE result is �0.095 <
⌦K < �0.007, with only about 1/10000 samples at ⌦K � 0. This
is not entirely a volume e↵ect, since the best-fit �2 changes by
��2

e↵ = �11 compared to base ⇤CDM when adding the one ad-
ditional curvature parameter. The reasons for the pull towards
negative values of ⌦K are discussed at length in PCP15 and
Sect. 6.2. They are essentially the same as those that lead to the
preference for AL > 1, although slightly exacerbated in the case
of curvature, since the low multipoles also fit the low-` temper-
ature likelihood slightly better if ⌦K < 0. As with the AL > 1
preference, the joint Planck polarization result is not robust at
the approximately 0.5� level to modelling of the polarization
likelihoods, with the CamSpec TT,TE,EE+lowE likelihood giv-
ing ⌦K = �0.037+0.019

�0.014.
Closed models predict substantially higher lensing ampli-

tudes than in ⇤CDM, so combining with the lensing reconstruc-
tion (which is consistent with a flat model) pulls parameters back
into consistency with a spatially flat universe to well within 2�:

⌦K = �0.0106 ± 0.0065 (68 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing). (47a)

The constraint can be further sharpened by combining the Planck
data with BAO data; this convincingly breaks the geometric de-
generacy to give

⌦K = 0.0007 ± 0.0019 (68 %, TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+BAO). (47b)

The joint results suggests our Universe is spatially flat to a 1�
accuracy of 0.2 %.

7.4. Dark energy and modified gravity

The late-time accelerated expansion of the Universe (Riess et al.
1998; Perlmutter et al. 1999) is still considered one of the most
mysterious aspects of the standard cosmology. In the base
⇤CDM model the acceleration is driven by a cosmological con-
stant, added into the Einstein equations of General Relativity
(GR, Einstein 1917). Although ⇤CDM fits the data well, ⇤ is
a phenomenological parameter without an underlying theoret-
ical basis to explain its value (though see Weinberg 1987). In
addition, the empirically required value of ⇤ marks our epoch
as a special time in the evolution of the Universe. Attempts have
therefore been made to find a dynamical mechanism that leads
to cosmic acceleration, with evolving background energy densi-
ties close to ⇤CDM. Such dynamics is usually associated with a
fluid (a scalar field) which we refer to as “dark energy” (DE), or
with modifications of GR, which we refer to as “modified grav-
ity” (MG).
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Fig. 30. Marginalized posterior distributions of the (w0,wa)
parameters for various data combinations. The tightest con-
straints come from the combination Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+SNe+BAO and are compatible with ⇤CDM. Using
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing alone is considerably less con-
straining and allows for an area in parameter space that cor-
responds to large values of the Hubble constant (as already
discussed in Planck Collaboration XIII 2016 and PDE15). The
dashed lines indicate the point corresponding to the ⇤CDM
model. The parametric equation of state given by Eq. (49) stays
out of the phantom regime (i.e., has w � �1) at all times only in
the (upper-right) unshaded region.

volume of dynamical dark-energy parameter space is allowed,
with contours cut o↵ by our priors (�3 < w0 < 1, �5 < wa < 5,
and 0.4 < h < 1; note that Fig. 30 does not show the com-
plete prior range). However, most of the allowed region of pa-
rameter space corresponds to phantom models with very high
values of H0 (as discussed in PDE15); such models are inconsis-
tent with the late-time evolution constrained by SNe and BAO
data. This is illustrated in Fig. 30 which also shows constraints if
we add BAO/RSD+WL and BAO+SNe to the Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing likelihood. The addition of external data sets
narrows the constraints towards the ⇤CDM values of w0 = �1,
wa = 0. The tightest constraints are found for the data combi-
nation Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO+SNe; the di↵er-
ence in �2 between the best-fit DE and ⇤CDM models for this
data combination is only ��2 = �1.4 (which is not significant
given the two additional parameters). Numerical constraints for
these data combinations, as well as �2 di↵erences, are presented
in Table 6. It is also apparent that for the simple w0, wa param-
eterization of evolving DE, Planck combined with external data
sets does not allow significantly lower values of S 8 or higher
values of H0 compared to the base-⇤CDM cosmology.

Fixing the evolution parameter wa = 0, we obtain the tight
constraint

w0 = �1.028 ± 0.032 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+SNe+BAO), (50)

Table 6. Marginalized values and 68 % confidence limits for cos-
mological parameters obtained by combining Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing with other data sets, assuming the (w0,wa) pa-
rameterization of w(a) given by Eq. (49). The ��2 values for best
fits are computed with respect to the ⇤CDM best fits computed
from the corresponding data set combination.

Parameter Planck+SNe+BAO Planck+BAO/RSD+WL

w0 . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.961 ± 0.077 �0.76 ± 0.20
wa . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.28+0.31

�0.27 �0.72+0.62
�0.54

H0 [ km s�1Mpc�1] 68.34 ± 0.83 66.3 ± 1.8
�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.821 ± 0.011 0.800+0.015

�0.017
S 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.829 ± 0.011 0.832 ± 0.013

��2 . . . . . . . . . . . �1.4 �1.4

and restricting to w0 > �1 (i.e., not allowing phantom equations
of state), we find

w0 < �0.95 (95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+SNe+BAO). (51)

Here we only quote two significant figures, so that the result
is robust to di↵erences between the Plik and CamSpec likeli-
hoods.

For the remainder of this section, we assume ⇤CDM at the
background level (i.e., w = �1 at all times), but instead turn
our attention to constraining the behaviour of the dark sector
perturbations.

7.4.2. Perturbation parameterization: µ, ⌘

In the types of DE or MG models considered here, changes to
observables only arise via the impact on the geometry of the
Universe. At the level of perturbations, it is then su�cient to
model the impact on the gravitational potentials � and  , or,
equivalently, on two independent combinations of these poten-
tials (e.g., Zhang et al. 2007; Amendola et al. 2008). Following
PDE15 we consider two phenomenological functions, µ and ⌘,
defined as follows.

1. µ(a, k): a modification of the Poisson equation for  ,

k2 = �µ(a, k) 4⇡Ga2 ⇥⇢� + 3(⇢ + P)�
⇤

, (52)

where ⇢� = ⇢m�m + ⇢r�r, using comoving fractional density
perturbations �, and where � is the anisotropic stress from
relativistic species (photons and neutrinos).

2. ⌘(a, k): an e↵ective additional anisotropic stress, leading to
a di↵erence between the gravitational potentials � and  ,
defined implicitly through

k2 ⇥� � ⌘(a, k) 
⇤

= µ(a, k) 12⇡Ga2(⇢ + P)�. (53)

At late times, � from standard particles is negligible and we
find

⌘(a, k) ⇡ �/ . (54)

These definitions are phenomenological, in the sense that
they are not derived from a theoretical action. However, they
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Fig. 30. Marginalized posterior distributions of the (w0,wa)
parameters for various data combinations. The tightest con-
straints come from the combination Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+SNe+BAO and are compatible with ⇤CDM. Using
Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing alone is considerably less con-
straining and allows for an area in parameter space that cor-
responds to large values of the Hubble constant (as already
discussed in Planck Collaboration XIII 2016 and PDE15). The
dashed lines indicate the point corresponding to the ⇤CDM
model. The parametric equation of state given by Eq. (49) stays
out of the phantom regime (i.e., has w � �1) at all times only in
the (upper-right) unshaded region.

volume of dynamical dark-energy parameter space is allowed,
with contours cut o↵ by our priors (�3 < w0 < 1, �5 < wa < 5,
and 0.4 < h < 1; note that Fig. 30 does not show the com-
plete prior range). However, most of the allowed region of pa-
rameter space corresponds to phantom models with very high
values of H0 (as discussed in PDE15); such models are inconsis-
tent with the late-time evolution constrained by SNe and BAO
data. This is illustrated in Fig. 30 which also shows constraints if
we add BAO/RSD+WL and BAO+SNe to the Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing likelihood. The addition of external data sets
narrows the constraints towards the ⇤CDM values of w0 = �1,
wa = 0. The tightest constraints are found for the data combi-
nation Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing+BAO+SNe; the di↵er-
ence in �2 between the best-fit DE and ⇤CDM models for this
data combination is only ��2 = �1.4 (which is not significant
given the two additional parameters). Numerical constraints for
these data combinations, as well as �2 di↵erences, are presented
in Table 6. It is also apparent that for the simple w0, wa param-
eterization of evolving DE, Planck combined with external data
sets does not allow significantly lower values of S 8 or higher
values of H0 compared to the base-⇤CDM cosmology.

Fixing the evolution parameter wa = 0, we obtain the tight
constraint

w0 = �1.028 ± 0.032 (68 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+SNe+BAO), (50)

Table 6. Marginalized values and 68 % confidence limits for cos-
mological parameters obtained by combining Planck TT,TE,EE
+lowE+lensing with other data sets, assuming the (w0,wa) pa-
rameterization of w(a) given by Eq. (49). The ��2 values for best
fits are computed with respect to the ⇤CDM best fits computed
from the corresponding data set combination.

Parameter Planck+SNe+BAO Planck+BAO/RSD+WL

w0 . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.961 ± 0.077 �0.76 ± 0.20
wa . . . . . . . . . . . . �0.28+0.31

�0.27 �0.72+0.62
�0.54

H0 [ km s�1Mpc�1] 68.34 ± 0.83 66.3 ± 1.8
�8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.821 ± 0.011 0.800+0.015

�0.017
S 8 . . . . . . . . . . . . 0.829 ± 0.011 0.832 ± 0.013

��2 . . . . . . . . . . . �1.4 �1.4

and restricting to w0 > �1 (i.e., not allowing phantom equations
of state), we find

w0 < �0.95 (95 %, Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE
+lensing+SNe+BAO). (51)

Here we only quote two significant figures, so that the result
is robust to di↵erences between the Plik and CamSpec likeli-
hoods.

For the remainder of this section, we assume ⇤CDM at the
background level (i.e., w = �1 at all times), but instead turn
our attention to constraining the behaviour of the dark sector
perturbations.

7.4.2. Perturbation parameterization: µ, ⌘

In the types of DE or MG models considered here, changes to
observables only arise via the impact on the geometry of the
Universe. At the level of perturbations, it is then su�cient to
model the impact on the gravitational potentials � and  , or,
equivalently, on two independent combinations of these poten-
tials (e.g., Zhang et al. 2007; Amendola et al. 2008). Following
PDE15 we consider two phenomenological functions, µ and ⌘,
defined as follows.

1. µ(a, k): a modification of the Poisson equation for  ,

k2 = �µ(a, k) 4⇡Ga2 ⇥⇢� + 3(⇢ + P)�
⇤

, (52)

where ⇢� = ⇢m�m + ⇢r�r, using comoving fractional density
perturbations �, and where � is the anisotropic stress from
relativistic species (photons and neutrinos).

2. ⌘(a, k): an e↵ective additional anisotropic stress, leading to
a di↵erence between the gravitational potentials � and  ,
defined implicitly through

k2 ⇥� � ⌘(a, k) 
⇤

= µ(a, k) 12⇡Ga2(⇢ + P)�. (53)

At late times, � from standard particles is negligible and we
find

⌘(a, k) ⇡ �/ . (54)

These definitions are phenomenological, in the sense that
they are not derived from a theoretical action. However, they
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A detailed analysis of the impact of Planck data on
dark energy and modified gravity was presented in a ded-
icated paper that accompanied the 2015 Planck release,
(Planck Collaboration XIV 2016, hereafter PDE15). We refer
the reader to this paper for a review of di↵erent cosmological
models, and for constraints from Planck on its own and in com-
bination with galaxy weak lensing (WL) and redshift space dis-
tortions (RSDs). In PDE15 it was shown that although the base-
⇤CDM model fits Planck data, there were some tensions (at lev-
els as high as 3�) when Planck was combined with RSD and
WL data, even when conservative cuts were applied to exclude
nonlinear scales. However, the addition of Planck lensing data
was found to reduce these tensions. Updated constraints on a
few specific models, using more recent WL data, are presented
in DES Collaboration (2017a).

In this paper, we follow a similar methodology to PDE15,
distinguishing between models that directly a↵ect only the
background (and impact perturbations predominantly through
changes in the expansion rate) and those that directly a↵ect per-
turbations. However, we restrict the analysis to a smaller range
of models here. As in the rest of this paper, we show results
for the baseline Planck TT,TE,EE+lowE+lensing data set and
for combinations with other relevant data sets. Such external
data are particularly useful for constraining DE and MG mod-
els because the largest deviations from ⇤CDM are usually at
late times, which are not well constrained by the CMB power-
spectra and CMB lensing. However, CMB lensing provides im-
portant information that mitigates the preference for AL > 1 seen
in the Planck temperature power spectra (Sect. 6.2), so we ex-
plicitly comment on the impact of CMB lensing wherever rele-
vant. We recall here that the lensing likelihood assumes a fidu-
cial ⇤CDM model, but linear corrections to the fiducial mode
are accounted for self-consistently. PL2018 explicitly tested that
this procedure is unbiased, even when the lensing spectrum dif-
fers from the fiducial spectrum by as much as 20 % (which is
much larger than di↵erences allowed by the CMB lensing data).

We consider the following external data sets:

– SNe + BAO (see Sects. 5.1, 5.2, and 5.4 for discussions
of the data sets and comments on why we do not combine
Planck data with direct measurements of H0);

– RSDs (as described in Sect. 5.3), where we specifically
use BOSS-DR12 data from Alam et al. (2017), adopting the
f�8–H–DM parameterization;

– WL data from DES (as described in Sect. 5.5), except that
here we use the Weyl potential to obtain theoretical predic-
tions for the lensing correlation functions, rather than assum-
ing the matter-sourced Poisson equation to relate the lensing
potential power spectrum to the matter power spectrum.

We calculate all results both fixing and varying the neutrino
mass. Neutrino masses are known to be degenerate with DE and
MG and should be varied consistently when testing such mod-
els (as discussed in Dirian 2017); fixing the neutrino mass to
the minimal value of 0.06 eV (as for our baseline ⇤CDM re-
sults) gives tighter constraints than allowing the neutrino mass
to vary and partly shifts results towards ⇤CDM. These shifts
are usually small, often negligible, and always less than 1� for
marginalized results. We model the small-scale nonlinear power
spectrum using HMcode (Mead et al. 2015, 2016) as in the main
parameter grid of extensions to base-⇤CDM, neglecting any dif-
ferences arising from modified gravity. In using the DES weak-
lensing correlation functions, we exclude scales where nonlin-
ear modelling uncertainties are important, but since the modi-
fied gravity models introduce an additional level of uncertainty,

we also marginalize over the feedback amplitude B with a flat
prior 2  B  4. This parameter was originally introduced to
model baryonic e↵ects on the matter power spectrum and mod-
ifies the halo mass-concentration relation and the shape of the
halo density profile in the HMcode; marginalizing over this pa-
rameter reduces residual sensitivity to nonlinear modelling.

Throughout this section we will adopt the metric given by
the line element

ds2 = a2
h

�(1 + 2 )d⌧2 + (1 � 2�)dx2
i

, (48)

with the speed of light c set to 1. The functions �(⌧, x) and
 (⌧, x) are the gauge-invariant gravitational potentials, which
are very nearly equal at late times in ⇤CDM. For the back-
ground parameterization we use the standard CAMB code, while
for the perturbation parameterization we use the publicly avail-
able code MGCAMB28 (Zhao et al. 2009; Hojjati et al. 2011) inte-
grated into the latest version of CosmoMC. For the e↵ective field
theory (EFT) models of Sect. 7.4.3 we use EFTCAMB29 (Hu et al.
2014; Raveri et al. 2014).

7.4.1. Background parameterization: w0, wa

If the DE is a generic dynamical fluid, its equation of state pa-
rameter w ⌘ p/⇢ will in general be a function of time. Here p
and ⇢ are the spatially-averaged (background) DE pressure and
density.

To test a time-varying equation of state we adopt the func-
tional form

w(a) = w0 + (1 � a)wa , (49)

where w0 and wa are assumed to be constants. In ⇤CDM,
w0 = �1 and wa = 0. We use the parameterized post-Friedmann
(PPF) model of Hu & Sawicki (2007) to explore expansion his-
tories where w crosses �1. The PPF equations are modelled on
the perturbations of quintessence dark energy, i.e., they corre-
spond to a fluid with vanishing anisotropic stress and a rest-
frame speed of sound approximately equal to the speed of light.
Because of the high sound speed, dark-energy density perturba-
tions are suppressed inside the horizon and are irrelevant com-
pared to the matter perturbations, except on the very largest
scales. While this is the standard procedure adopted in the lit-
erature, we should emphasize that a single minimally-coupled
canonical scalar field (quintessence) cannot cross w = �1. Such
a crossing could happen in models with two scalar fields (one of
which would have to be a phantom field with the opposite sign
of the kinetic term); in such models the perturbations remain
close to the quintessence case (see e.g., Kunz & Sapone 2006).
Alternatively, the phantom “barrier” can be crossed with a sound
speed that vanishes in the phantom domain (Creminelli et al.
2009) or in models with additional terms in the action, such as
in kinetic-gravity-braiding (De↵ayet et al. 2010), or with non-
minimal couplings (Amendola 2000; Pettorino & Baccigalupi
2008). These and other modified gravity models, typically also
change the behaviour of the perturbations.

Marginalized contours of the posterior distributions for w0
and wa are shown in Fig. 30. Note that CMB lensing has only
a small e↵ect on the constraints from Planck alone (see the pa-
rameter grid tables in the PLA). Using Planck data alone, a wide

28Available at http://www.sfu.ca/˜aha25/MGCAMB.html
(February 2014 version, but updated to correctly output the power
spectrum of the Weyl potential).

29Available at http://eftcamb.org/ (version 2.0).
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Curvature 

Dark energy equation of state 



Is Alens due to a problem with galactic 
dust? 

residuals compared to lmax=800 LCDM best fit 

 
 
•  The residuals at high-l look very similar at 143 and 217 (100 have too 

poor resolutions).  
•  Only the deep at l~1450 is larger in 217Ghz than 143Ghz, and could be 

due just in part to (chance correlations with) galactic dust. 

Planck	  intermediate	  results	  2017.	  LI.	  Features	  in	  the	  cosmic	  
microwave	  background	  temperature	  power	  spectrum	  and	  shiDs	  in	  
cosmological	  parameters	  



Can AL solve the H0 and σ8 tensions? 

Planck TT+lowlEE 
2018 

H0  S8 AL 

ΛCDM  66.88 ± 0.92 [4.2σ] 0.840 ± 0.024 [2.3σ]  1. 

ΛCDM+Alens 68.9 ± 1.2     [2.7σ] 0.788 ± 0.029 [0.6σ] 1.24±0.096 

Planck TTTEEE
+lowlEE 2018 

ΛCDM  
 

67.27 ± 0.60 [4.2σ] 0.834 ± 0.016 [2.4σ]  1 

ΛCDM+Alens 
 

68.28 ± 0.72 [3.6σ] 0.804 ± 0.019 [1.3σ] 1.180 ± 
0.065  

Riess+ 2019 H0 = 74.03 ± 1.42 km s−1 Mpc−1 Joudaki+ 2019 S8 = 0.762+0.025 

For H0, not that much. Tension remains at the 
3.6σ level. 
For S8, it could help, but it does not help in 
disantangling whether this is a statistical fluctuation 
in Planck and WL exp., a systematic or new physics. 
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